Name:  

Standard: CCSS.Math.Content.3.MD.A.1

Description: Tell and write time to the nearest minute and measure time intervals in minutes. Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of time intervals in minutes, e.g., by representing the problem on a number line diagram.

Word Problems: Time to Minutes Within Hour:

1. Connor is fishing. He starts at 10:47 and continues fishing for 53 minutes. When did he finish?

2. Sienna is shopping at the mall. She finished at 3:52 after 16 minutes. When did she start?

3. Asher is walking his dog. He finished at 8:33 after 52 minutes. When did he start?

4. Quinn is planting a garden. She finished at 6:42 after 45 minutes. When did she start?

5. Chase is going to get gas. He starts at 4:50 and continues going to get gas for 31 minutes. When did he finish?

6. Grace is shopping for groceries. She finished at 8:58 after 46 minutes. When did she start?

7. Makayla is baking a cake. She starts at 2:21 and continues baking a cake for 10 minutes. When did she finish?

8. Oliver is practicing piano. He finished at 7:15 after 53 minutes. When did he start?

9. Audrey is getting an eye exam. She starts at 4:18 and continues getting an eye exam for 50 minutes. When did she finish?

10. Charlie is changing the oil in his car. He starts at 2:31 and continues changing the oil in his car for 34 minutes. When did he finish?